After a mainly, very pleasant summer weather wise, I’m sure some of you are wishing you had your
boats at home. In between the high winds there has been some lovely calm water this autumn
although the accompanying rain has not always made it particularly inviting for skiing. We hope
that the Christmas holidays will provide dryer conditions for those hardy skiers who are in Rock.
Most yellow forms were filled in fully last year so many thanks. Please do the same this year to
make it quick for staff to issue the ski numbers. They are included in your membership fee and will
be available from the Club bar as usual at the beginning of the season. If you need a kill cord
sticker and one is not included in your ski wallet, we have spares so please ask at the bar.
Over the winter the crew room will be having some renovations and rearranging in order to make it
a more user friendly space. Ski equipment will still be stored there and readily available on
completion which will hopefully be by Easter. However, in order for the work to take place, the ski
equipment will be taken away temporarily. Any Club members who intend to ski before Easter and
would be expecting to borrow equipment, please be aware that it may not be available.

The Fly Navy competitions are our one event in the year where skiers/ wakeboarders/boat
drivers can get together and use their skills in a slightly different way as part of a team on
familiar or not so familiar equipment. This year we were unusually favoured with sunshine
and calm water on our planned day! As always it was held in good spirit and the standard
of skiing for the juniors was impressive – but anyone entering always stands a chance of
winning as anything can happen- the same as in the Fly Navy Cup. So please join us next
year.

Make a note of the date - FLY NAVY 2020.
Saturday 29th August
with a reserve date - Sunday 30th

Action from
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